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CASINO HOLD'EMrM POKER: RULES OF PLAY
The object ol Casino Hotd 'Em is for players to make a better f ive-card poker hand than
the dealer's Jive-card poker hand. Poker hands are constructed from any cards among
the player's two hole cards and five community cards. Casino Hold 'Em is played with a
standard 52 card deck.

Dealing Procedure

1.

Each player makes an Ante bet, and optionally may make an AA Bonus bet and a
Flop Pairs bet.

2. Each player and the dealer all receive two hole cards. Five community

cards are

placed face down in the community area of the layout. lf using an

automatic
player
cards.
first,
followed
by
the
shuffler, the community cards may be dealt

3.

The dealer immediately reveals the first 3 community cards (the flop).

4. Each player reviews their hole cards can decide to either call or fold. Players may
not communicate about their cards to anyone.

a. lf the player calls, the call wager must be exactly twice the amount of the ante
b.

wager.
lf the player folds, the ante wager is collected by the dealer and the hole cards

are tucked under the bonus bet for resolution, or discarded if no bonus bets
were placed. When players choose to Jold, their AA bonus and Flop Pairs
wagers remain eligible for their respective bonus payouts.

5.

The optional Flop Pairs wager can either be resolved at this time by lhe dealer or
at the end of the round at the casino's discretion. lf it is paid at this moment, any
losing Flop Pairs wager is taken by the dealer, and all winning wager is paid and
pushed back to the player. The Flop Pairs wager is resolved against a payout table
given at the end of this document.

6.

The dealer now reveals the remaining two community cards (the turn & river).
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7.

The best 5 card dealer hand is now arranged on the layout by pushing the chosen
cards up to highlight them. This process can follow normal internal controls for
other games that use community cards.

B.

The dealer qualifies with a pair of fours or better

9.

The dealer now resolves each player's ante, call and AA bonus wagers. lf the
casino chooses not to resolve the FIop Pairs wager as described in step 5, the
Flop Pairs wager is resolved here. The Flop Pairs wager and the AA bonus wagers
are resolved against payout tables given at the end of this document.

a. lf the dealer doesn't qualify, the ante bet is paid according to the Antewin@
payout table, and the call bet pushes.

b. lf the dealer does qualify and the player wins against the dealer the ante bet is
paid according to the AnteWin payout table, and the call bet is paid even
money.

c.

lf the dealer does qualify and the player loses against the dealer, both ante
and call bet lose.

d.

lf the dealer does qualify and the player's hand ties against lhe dealer, both
the ante and call bets push.

Straioht Flush
4 of a Kind
Full House

Straioht or less
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AA Bonus Bet

1.

2.

The AA Bonus bet is resolved using the first five player cards only. This would
be comprised of the player's 2 hole cards, and the first 3 community cards.
Paytables available are shown:

Straiqht Flush

Pair of Aces to Strai

4 of a Kind
Full House

Pair ol Aces to Strai

Flop PairsrM Bonus Bet
1

.

2.

The Flop Pairs bonus bel is resolved using the first three community cards only.
Offering the Flop Pairs side bet offers the excitement of the "shooter making the
point", because all players win the bonus bet together.
Paytables available are shown:

Hand

Pavtable

1

Pavtable 2

Pavtable 4

Pavtable 5

Mini Roval (AKQ)

50to1

Straioht Flush

40to1

50to1

40 to

'1

40to1

3 of a Kind

30to1

40to1

30to1

30to1

Straioht

6to'1

10to1

6to

5to1

Flush

3to1
1to1

6to1

3to1
1to1

4to1

7.1A/a

6.010*

7.286/",

5i58o/o

0SrGl%

8.6701i

'25;.61a/a

25-61o/a

Pair
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